Brain Busters

(Turn in complete handout at next class meeting. Worth 10 work ethic points.)

Ever since 6th grade and the infamous “Somewhat of an Ode to Duty,” or I believe, the much more
accessible “Mending Wall,” I’ve been challenging you with some significant pieces of literature you
probably would not have discovered on your own (most recently Emily Dickinson). After some whining
and then applying some strategies and effort, you usually manage to arrive at what the piece means and
how it achieves its meaning or impact (imagery, metaphor, allusion, narration, sound devices, etc )
I have one more offering for you today; it’s another sonnet by Edna St Vincent Millay. You’ve
previously read and deciphered “I shall die but that is all that I will do for death…” and “Read history; so
learn your place in time…” The sonnet for today also relates to issues we have studied and that we
need to constantly be aware of even over one hundred years later. Here’s the plan of attack:
 Recall and refer to your handout on Being Strategic Readers (homepage Reading guides).
 Read the sonnet aloud to your partner (more than once if you wish).
 Partners will ask each other for clarification of words, lines, allusions, etc. after each reading.
 Together you will attempt to “translate” each line into your own words and into complete
sentences. Don’t stay with the poetic line breaks as you do this. You will be creating new line
breaks as you read and think. Mark these with the usual line break mark /) When you’ve
figured out what Millay is saying in each new line, write the thought in a complete sentence.
Thus you will be rewriting the poem into prose to clarify it.
 If you need help from dictionaries or from your teacher, both are available. Electronic
“cheating” is not allowed though (like it was with No Fear Shakespeare). Use your own brain waves.
 After you have now assured yourselves that you “get it” and it is written for me to see, come to
the treat basket to replenish your brain cells while I check what you’ve done. When you have it
“right” do the following:
1. Write three or four specific examples from any literature we’ve studied that illustrate the main
idea of this sonnet and tell why you chose each example. (“Reel One, ”Huck Finn and The
Crucible could be good places to begin, and I imagine Skin of Our Teeth is still fresh in your mind)

2.

Based on what you’ve been thinking about as you worked today and on previous class literature
and discussions, write why you think people do what this sonnet is talking about (perhaps
especially in today’s world).

Homework (individual, not pairs)
Look up some of Voltaire’s famous quotes (Brainy Quotes on Harrellland website) Pick out and copy at
least one or two of his quotes that you think Millay might be referring to as ones that “clear the air” and
briefly tell why you believe you made a cogent choice.

Here’s the sonnet:

(Write your prose version next to it or on separate paper if you prefer.)

It is fashion now to wave aside
As tedious, obvious, vacuous, trivial, trite,
All things which do not tickle, tease, excite
To some subversion, or in verbiage hide
Intent, or mock, or with hot sauce provide
A dish to prick the thickened appetite;
Straightforwardness is wrong, evasion right;
It is correct, de rigueur, to deride.
What fumy wits these modern wags expose,
For all their versatility: Voltaire,
Who wore to bed a night cap, and would close,
In fears of drafts, all windows, could declare
In antique stuffiness, a phrase that blows
Still through men’s smoky minds, and clears the air.
(fumy means unpleasant, angry, vaporous—sort of like fumes. A wag is a witty person)

